Abstract Beam hardening filters have long been employed in X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) to preferentially absorb soft and low-energy X-rays having no or little contribution to image formation, thus allowing the reduction of patient dose and beam hardening artefacts. In this work, we studied the influence of additional copper (Cu) and aluminium (Al) flat filters on patient dose and image quality and seek an optimum filter thickness for the GE LightSpeed VCT 64-slice CT scanner using experimental phantom measurements. Different thicknesses of Cu and Al filters (0.5e1.6 mm Cu, 0.5e4 mm Al) were installed on the scanner's collimator. A planar phantom consisting of 13 slabs of Cu having different thicknesses was designed and scanned to assess the impact of beam filtration on contrast in the intensity domain (CT detector's output). To assess image contrast and image noise, a cylindrical phantom consisting of a polyethylene cylinder having 16 holes filled with different concentrations of K 2 HPO 4 solution mimicking different tissue types was used. The GE performance and the standard head CT dose index (CTDI) phantoms were also used to assess image resolution characterized by the modulation transfer function (MTF) and patient dose defined by the weighted CTDI. A 100 mm pencil ionization chamber was used for CTDI measurement. Finally, an optimum filter thickness was determined from an objective figure of merit (FOM) metric. The results show that the contrast is somewhat compromised with filter thickness in both the planar and cylindrical phantoms. The contrast of the K 2 HPO 4 solutions in the cylindrical phantom was degraded by up to 10% for a 0.68 mm Cu filter and 6% for a 4.14 mm Al filter. It was shown that additional filters increase image noise which impaired the detectability of low density K 2 HPO 4 solutions. It was found that with a 0.48 mm Cu filter the 50% MTF value is shifted by about 0.77 lp/cm compared to the case where the filter is not used. An added Cu filter with approximately 0.5 mm thickness accounts for 50% reduction in radiation-absorbed dose as measured by the weighted CTDI. The FOM results indicate that with an additional filter of 0.5 mm Cu or minimum 4 mm Al, a good compromise between image quality and patient dose is achieved for CT images acquired at tube voltages of 120 and 140 kVp.
Introduction
Since its introduction in clinical setting, X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) has experienced considerable technical advances both in data acquisition and image reconstruction and has emerged as a leading cross-sectional diagnostic imaging technique of choice in clinical setting. Taking advantage of multi-detector row technology and scan speeds as fast as 0.3 s [1] , CT imaging has further found new applications in cardiovascular imaging [2] . Compared to other imaging modalities, X-ray CT delivers relatively high radiation doses to patients to provide acceptable diagnostic quality images [3, 4] . This has provoked a growing concern on patient dose and called for continuous efforts in developing dose reduction and optimization procedures and maintaining radiation exposures as low as reasonably achievable [5] .
As polychromatic X-ray beams used during CT imaging pass through a patient, soft and low energy X-rays, which are of little importance in image formation, are preferentially absorbed to a great extent compared to high-energy photons. A consequence of this selective absorption is the increase in patient's absorbed dose and non-linear increase in the beam's average energy, which is often referred to as beam hardening effect [6] . As a result, the total attenuation of X-rays and therefore the associated log-processed transmission data will no longer be a linear function of tissue thickness. The most widely used Filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithms in CT reconstruction assume a linear propagation model for the detected photons and as such fail to consider the non-linear beam hardening effect [7] . Consequently, the reconstructed images exhibit cupping artefacts and reduced CT numbers behind bony structures and streak artifacts around metallic objects [8e11] . These artefacts may mimic or obscure pathologic lesions, rendering the interpretation of CT images complicated and leading to equivocal findings [12, 13] . The polychromaticity of X-ray beams therefore not only increase patient dose but also induce beam hardening artefacts. Hence, there is a need for taking appropriate measures toward concomitant patient dose reduction and beam hardening correction (BHC).
Various schemes have been suggested for BHC in FBP images including pre-processing of projection data [14e17], post-processing of the reconstructed images [18e22], dualenergy imaging [23e25] and physically pre-filtering the incident X-ray spectra [14, 15] . Pre-processing assumes that all soft tissues have the same hardening properties as water and scales the projection data by those where beam hardening had not occurred [17] . This approach which is often referred to as water or linearization correction works well with soft tissues but fails in the presence of bony and high-density materials. In post-processing, the problem of bones is fairly tackled, since the contribution made by bone to projection data is determined in a reconstructionsegmentation process and appropriate correction is applied through linearization [18] . In the dual-energy technique proposed by Alvarez and Macovski [25] , linear attenuation coefficients are decomposed into photoelectric and Compton scatter components. Therefore, CT images can in principle be generated at any energy, free from beam hardening. Dual-energy CT imaging, however, requires two acquisitions with two different energies, which compromises its use in a clinical setting owing to increased patient dose. Another approach for BHC is to physically pre-filter the X-ray spectra prior to reaching the patient using additional beam hardening filters. The rationale behind this approach is that beam hardening would not occur if monoenergetic X-ray sources are used for CT data acquisition [7] . Additional filters thus harden the radiation beam by absorbing soft X-ray photons, so that a more homogenous beam is utilized for imaging. Furthermore, specially designed filters known as beam shapers (e.g. bow tie filter) are also used in CT scanners to shape the x-ray beam to deliver dose with appropriate spatial distribution. As consequence of pre-filtering, both beam hardening effect and patient's absorbed dose are intrinsically reduced, however, as a compromise, statistical noise or quantum mottle is increased, which in turn impairs image quality and low-contrast detectability [26] .
Statistical noise governed by photon counting statistics tends to increase as pre-filtering decreases the number of photons available for CT image formation. This has spurred many studies on optimizing pre-filtering using different filter materials and thicknesses to reach a compromise between image quality and patient dose. Szulc and Judy [27] indicated that filter materials with an atomic number from 29 to 40 are optimum for CT imaging and concluded that a minimum of 4 mm aluminium (Al) filtration was required to achieve an optimum level of dose performance at 120 kVp. In a study on spectrally equivalent filters in the diagnostic energy range, Jennings [28] indicated that copper (Cu) beam hardening filters are preferable to aluminium filters as they are about 10% more efficient. Compared to Al filters, Cu filters have a higher photoelectric absorption than Compton scatter which makes it as an efficient filter for diagnostic radiology [29] . In conventional projection radiology, beam filtration is widely used. Kohn et al. [30] determined experimentally that for the least X-ray tube loading, a compound filter of 0.1 mm Cu and 2 mm Al yields the lowest entrance skin exposure compared to a filter of 2 mm Al. In a study on optimisation of Cu filter thickness for contrast-enhanced projection radiology, Morrell et al. [31] reported that 0.3 mm of Cu reduces entrance surface dose rate by 56% without substantially degrading image contrast. Current generation CT scanners typically employ a beam filtration between 1 mm and 3 mm Al and an additional filtration of 0.1 mm Cu, giving a total beam filtration of between 5 mm and 6 mm Al. However, there are some newer scanners that operate with an added filtration of approximately 0.2 mm Cu, resulting in a total beam filtration of between 8 mm and 9 mm Al, and sometimes even up to 12 mm Al quality-equivalent filtration [32] .
With advances in multi-detector row technology, there is a rapid shift toward multislice and volumetric CT acquisitions particularly targeted for cardiovascular imaging. Multislice CT and associated technical advances have markedly influenced radiation dose requirements and the way dose reduction and optimization procedures are practiced in the context of CT imaging [33] . This emphasizes the need for more dedicated, scanner-oriented optimization techniques so as to achieve diagnostically acceptable images with the lowest possible patient dose. In fact, recent advances in dose reduction strategies address the issue of radiation optimization through beam collimation and filtration, automatic tube current modulation, efficient detector configuration and advanced image reconstruction algorithms [33, 34] . Along these lines, we aimed at optimizing experimentally X-ray beam hardening filters for an advanced multislice CT scanner and quantifying its influence on image quality and dose delivered to patients. We also define a figure of merit (FOM) to seek an optimum filter capable of minimizing patient dose without markedly impairing image quality.
Materials and methods
The CT scanner CT imaging was performed using the 64-slice LightSpeed VCT scanner (GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukesha, WI). This VCT system equipped with V-Res detector technology acquires 64 channels across 40 mm of the subject in less than 0.4 s. The V-Res detector consists of GE's patented HiLight scintillator coupled to a backlit-configured diode and the Volara data acquisition system capable of acquiring 58,368 channels simultaneously. Contrary to frontlit, the backlit configuration makes the diodes very scalable, thereby higher signal isolation and better image resolution is achievable. The scanner makes use of the Performix Pro X-ray tube which delivers up to 800 mA and has an inherent filtration of 3.25 mm Al plus 0.1 mm Cu at 140 kVp. For Xray beam filtration, the LightSpeed VCT provides three types of filters including a flat filter, a bowtie beam shaping filter with three sizes e small, medium and large e optimized over the full range of patient sizes, from paediatric/ head (<25 cm) to large-body (35e50 cm) and a cardiac filter mode for cardiovascular imaging studies [35] .
Additional filters and phantoms
To determine an optimum additional flat filter in the LightSpeed VCT scanner, several copper (Cu) and aluminium (Al) filters with dimensions of 4 cm Â 10 cm and thicknesses of 0.15e1.61 mm (Cu) and 0.53e4.14 mm (Al) were prepared and in turn installed on the scanner's collimator aperture. Table 1 presents the thicknesses of the filters used for CT imaging of the phantoms studied in this work. Two in-house phantoms including a planar and a cylindrical phantom were designed for evaluating the influence of beam filtration on contrast in intensity domain (CT detector's output) and in image domain (CT numbers). The planar phantom consists of 13 slabs of Copper fixed on a foam and 5 mm apart from each other (Fig. 1a) . The slabs have a dimension of 40 cm Â 12.5 cm and thicknesses of 0.13e1.31 mm. The specified Al and Cu filters for this phantom (Table 1) were in turn installed and after centring the phantom, a CT radiograph (scout view) was acquired using the following acquisition parameters: tube potentials of 120 and 140 kVp, 200 mA tube current, 2 s scan time, 5 mm slice thickness and small bowtie filter. The 25 cm diameter cylindrical polyethylene phantom composed consists of 16 cylindrical holes (2 cm diameter) on its perimeter and four holes (0.5 cm in diameter) nearby its centre plus a central hole for pencil dosimeter placement (Fig. 1b) . The central holes were empty whereas the peripheral holes were filled with different concentrations of K 2 HPO 4 solution ranging from 0 g/cc (only water) to 1.80 g/cc to simulate soft tissue and bones with different densities ( Table 2 ). The phantom was scanned for different Table 1 ) and tube potentials of 120 and 140 kVp, 200 mA tube current, 2 s scan time, 1.25 mm slice thickness and small bowtie filter. Fig. 1c shows the cylindrical phantom and its setup for experimental measurements.
The GE performance phantom generally used for quality control and spatial resolution measurements was employed for assessing the impact of pre-filtering on overall image quality and the scanner's modulation transfer function (MTF). The phantom is composed of a water-filled cylindrical Plexiglas shell (20.3 cm inner and 21.6 cm outer diameter) divided into three different sections. The first section contains some patterns for measuring spatial resolution, slice thickness and laser light alignment. The patterns for spatial resolution include 6 groups of 5 linepairs corresponding to spatial frequencies of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.5 lp/cm. The second section includes low contrast resolution patterns whereas the third one contains water for the purpose of noise measurement (Fig. 1d) . Acquisition parameters were similar to those used for the cylindrical phantom study. The method adopted for experimental measurement of the MTF, referred to as the standard deviation (SD) method, is based on calculation of the SD of CT numbers in different regions of a phantom followed by determination of modulation coefficient. Three regions of interest (ROI) were selected for each specific spatial frequency [37] .
To estimate patient dose reduction following prefiltering, the standard head CTDI phantom consisting of a polymethyl methacylate (PMMA) cylinder (15 cm length and 16 cm diameter) was used. It contains five probe holes, one located in the centre and four around the perimeter, 90 apart from each other and 1 cm below the surface (Fig. 1d) . For CTDI measurements, we used the DCT10-RS ionization chamber equipped with the Barracuda system (RTI Electronics, Inc., Sweden). This pencil dosimeter has an active length of 100 mm and is especially intended for CTDI measurement in air or within the phantom. As presented in Table 1 , different thicknesses of Cu filter were used for CTDI measurement using the same acquisition parameters used for the cylindrical phantom.
Assessment strategy
Image quality evaluation Image quality in CT, as in all imaging modalities, is principally characterized by image contrast, spatial resolution and noise. Image contrast is the difference in the image gray-scale between closely adjacent regions and results essentially from subject contrast. Subject contrast, that is the differential attenuation of X-ray photons within different tissue types, is often defined as follows:
where I a and I b are the intensities of the radiation passing the adjacent regions being imaged. As subject contrast and consequently image contrast are substantially affected by the quality of the incident X-ray spectra [26] , we evaluated the influence of additional filters on both subject contrast (contrast in intensity domain) and image contrast (contrast in image domain) using the planar and cylindrical phantoms, respectively. In the planar phantom, the intensity contrast of all slabs was calculated according to Eq. (1), where I b was set as the average of the intensities recorded by those detectors that are subtended by the ith slab's projection and I a was set to the detectors subtended by the projection of the thinnest slab (0.31 mm). In the cylindrical phantom, the image contrast of all K 2 HPO 4 solutions was also calculated according to Eq. (1) using a region-ofinterest (ROI)-based analysis, where I b was the average of CT numbers in the ROI of the ith solution and I a the one with the lowest amount of K 2 HPO 4 (0.12 g/cc), chosen as a reference material. The formulation (1) is sometimes called modulation [36] , as the intensity of the transmitted X-rays is modulated based on the subject's attenuating properties. This definition is in harmony with the definition of the modulation transfer function which describes how much contrast, or modulation, at a specific spatial frequency is maintained and transferred by the imaging system. Spatial resolution is another characteristic of image quality that is often quantitatively described by the MTF. It refers to the ability of distinguishing small, closely spaced objects. In this study, we also assessed the influence of X-ray filtration on image resolution using MTF measurements using the GE performance phantom. The MTF was experimentally measured using the standard deviation (SD) method [37] , in which the transferred modulation of line-pair patterns, having different spatial frequencies, is determined from the standard deviation of CT numbers in ROIs placed on the patterns. As shown in Fig. 2 , three identical ROIs were selected for each group of patterns; namely, ROI A for all line pairs of a given frequency, ROI B for Plexiglas region and ROI C for water background. To obtain the contrast scale of the scanner required by the SD method, the difference of average CT numbers in ROI B and ROI C was calculated. In the next step, the modulation at each spatial frequency was determined from the SD(s) of the ROIs according to Eq. (2), and then applied to Eq. (3). Thereby the MTF value at the corresponding frequency was obtained. In this study, we used the spatial frequency where the MTF falls to 50% of its maximum value, i.e. 50% MTF value, to characterize the MTF performance of the scanner after adding additional filters.
As evident from the above approach, the noise represented by the standard deviation of CT numbers influences image resolution. It particularly limits the ability of differentiating low-contrast objects from their background, i.e. low-contrast detectability or contrast resolution [38] . Hence, the influence of X-ray filtration on image noise and the average of CT numbers were further studied using images of the cylindrical phantom for various thicknesses of additional filters.
Patient dose evaluation
The fundamental dose descriptor in CT is the CTDI which allows the estimation of patient dose from different scanning parameters setting. In this study, we used the weighted CTDI (CTDI W ) which according to Eq. (4) provides a weighted sum of the central (CTDI C ) and the peripheral (CTDI P ) dose measurements in the CTDI phantom using a 100 mm ionization chamber. Figure 2 The GE performance phantom and the ROIs (A, B and C) selected for MTF calculations using the standard deviation method.
CTDI C and CTDI P , were respectively, calculated from measurements in the centre and the average of the four measurements in the periphery of the phantom. In each measurement, the unused holes were plugged by the PMMA rods supplied with the phantom. The CTDI W represents the average radiation dose across the diameter of the phantom and as such it represents a good measure of the average dose within the scanned volume.
Figure of merit (FOM) formulation
The assessment of image quality with regard to dose minimization is often carried out using a FOM [27, 30] . To find the optimum thickness of the studied filters, we used a FOM defined as the ratio of the square of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and dose, SNR 2 /Dose [26] . This FOM is also referred to as image-quality figure [26, 39] and dose-to-information conversion factor [40] in the literature. The above FOM can in fact be derived from the relationship between dose and resolution in CT imaging formulated as [6] :
where D is patient dose, SNR is signal-to-noise ratio, R is the spatial resolution, t is the slice thickness, and k is a constant. The above equation implies that a twofold improvement in the SNR requires a fourfold increase in patient dose. In the definition of the FOM (SNR 2 /D), the nominator SNR 2 is divided by the dose. Using a ROI-based analysis of the CTDI phantom images, the SNR was calculated as the average of CT numbers of pixels within a ROI (10 mm diameter) divided by their standard deviation. Since the FOM is independent of the dose, an optimum filter is found at a thickness of the filter where the FOM reaches its maximum [26] .
Results Fig. 3a shows the counts recorded by the V-Res detector during the scanning of the planar phantom using an additional filter of 0.15 mm Cu at 120 kVp. The overall bellshaped distribution of the counts is simply ascribed to the bow-tie beam shaping filter which gradually attenuates the intensity of X-ray fan-beams toward the edges of the beam. To evaluate the contrast in the intensity domain, the recorded counts should be corrected for the effect of the bow-tie filter. This correction was applied by dividing the counts recorded in a scan without the phantom in place (blank scan) to those recorded with the phantom in the field-of-view. The corrected count distribution is shown in Fig. 3b , in which different thicknesses of the Cu slabs account for the step-wise reduction of the counts, which was measured as a contrast factor according to Eq. (1). Fig. 4a and b shows the calculated contrast for the planar phantom as a function of the thickness of Cu and Al filters at 120 kVp. It can be seen that the contrast is somewhat compromised by filter thickness particularly in the case of additional Cu filters for slabs having higher thicknesses. Table 3 summarizes the percent change in the contrast of the slabs relative to the 0.13 mm reference slab for Al and Cu additional filters at 120 and 140 kVp. Table 4 presents the relative reduction of CT numbers of K 2 HPO 4 solutions in the cylindrical phantom relative to those obtained without adding beam hardening filter at tube voltages of 120 and 140 kVp. The results show that additional filters reduce the CT numbers. For instance, the 0.68 mm Cu filter reduced the CT number of the 1.8 g/cc K 2 HPO 4 solution by about 12% while the 4.14 mm Al filter reduced it by about 3%. Moreover, the CT number of solutions having higher amounts of K 2 HPO 4 showed more reduction. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 in which representative slices of the polyethylene cylindrical phantom acquired with and without the 0.68 mm Cu filter at 140 kVp together with the difference image are shown. As seen in Fig. 5c , the objects having higher amount of K 2 HPO 4 (high density objects) show more difference in CT numbers compared to low-contrast objects. Fig. 6 shows the image contrast calculated for the cylindrical phantom as a function of the thickness of Cu and Al filters at 120 kVp. The contrast is reduced with filter thickness markedly in low-contrast objects especially for 0.18 g/cc K 2 HPO 4 sample for which added filters of 0.68 mm Cu and 4.14 mm Al reduced the contrast on average by 10.5% and 5.5%, respectively. Table 5 presents the percent change in the contrast of the K 2 HPO 4 solutions relative to the reference solution for Cu and Al additional filters at 120 and 140 kVps. Image noise in Hounsfield Unit (HU) for different K 2 HPO 4 solutions of the cylindrical phantom is shown in Fig. 7 for different thicknesses of Cu and Al filters at 140 kVp. As expected added filtration, especially with Cu filter, increases image noise thereby the detectability of low-contrast (low-density) objects is impaired. The noise evaluation showed that for high concentrations of K 2 HPO 4 , there is substantial increase of noise, that is, the CT numbers are subject to more variations.
The MTF performance of the scanner for different additional Cu filters indicates that by increasing the filter thickness, the MTF and hence the spatial resolution is compromised (Fig. 8) . Table 6 presents the 50% MTF value for the Cu filter at 120 and 140 kVps. The results show that when using the 0.68 mm Cu filter, the spatial frequency of 50% MTF shifts from 4.81 to 4 lp/mm at 120 kVp and from 5.11 to 4.58 lp/mm at 140 kVp. The results of CTDI W measurements as a function of Cu filter thickness are shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the CTDI W decreases substantially with filter thickness in such a way that it gets reduced to 50% by about 0.41 and 0.55 mm Cu filter for tube potentials of 120 and 140 kVp, respectively. Therefore pre-filtering plays a pivotal role to substantially reduce patient dose in CT imaging. However, it necessitates an optimum filter by which the reconstructed images still retain their diagnostic quality. Fig. 10 shows the FOM estimates for the determination of the optimal filter as a function of Cu and Al filter thickness at 120 and 140 kVp tube potentials. The curves are normalized to zero filtration and represent the variation of dose per unit detected photon for increasing Cu filtration. When selecting a filter thickness corresponding to the maximum values of these curves, a good compromise between image quality and radiation exposure of the patient is achieved. As Fig. 10a indicates, an optimum Cu filter thickness for 120 and 140 kVp is around 0.5 mm at which the FOM reaches a plateau whereas an optimum Al filter thickness for 120 and 140 kVp is more than 4 mm (Fig. 10b) . It should be noted that the FOM should in principle achieve a maximum corresponding to an optimum filter, however, in practice when the FOM curves begin to reach a plateau can indicate such an optimum filter [27] .
Discussion
In X-ray CT and projection radiography, beam filtration is an efficient means to reduce low-energy X-rays having no or little contribution to image formation, whereby both patient dose and beam hardening artefacts are reduced. This study was conducted to determine experimentally an optimum copper and aluminium filter thickness for beam filtration in the GE VCT 64-slice CT scanner in order to decrease patient's dose without considerably sacrificing image quality. Most CT scanners are equipped with a beam shaper or bow-tie filter that minimizes radiation exposure in the thinner portions of patient's anatomy, thus providing better noise consistency within the image plane while saving up to 50% surface radiation dose [41] . In the present study, we investigate an optimum flat filter in the presence of the scanner's bow-tie filter. As demonstrated in Fig. 4 , the contrast of the planar phantom, corrected for the bow-tie filter and calculated according to Eq. (1), decreases with filter thickness particularly in thinner slabs representing thin tissue layers. This further confirms that additional beam hardening filters especially those made of copper degrade object contrast in low absorbing materials. According to Table 3 , at a given filter thickness, the contrast of the slabs decreases with tube potential in particular in thicker ones. In other words, the difference between the counts transmitted through the reference slab and thick slabs decrease with tube potential. Since prefiltering makes X-ray spectra harder, the attenuation Xrays experience decreases because most of interactions would be primarily Compton scattering rather than photoelectric absorption. Consequently, as demonstrated in Table 4 , the obtained CT numbers portrayed as image grayscale values are reduced. The CT numbers of different K 2 HPO 4 solutions in the cylindrical phantom were reduced, on average, by 10.1% for a 0.68 mm copper filter and by 1.7% for a 4.14 mm aluminium filter at tube potentials of 120 and 140 kVp, respectively. The results indicate that by making use of the mentioned additional filter, CT numbers decrease by up to 10% which may be of little consequences in the light of image processing and display techniques. The results presented in Table 5 give an indication of the degree by which the detectability of low contrast objects is compromised by additional beam hardening filters. The results show that the contrast of the solutions having low amount of K 2 HPO 4 is more affected and degraded by up to about 10% and 6% using a filter of 0.68 mm Cu and 4.14 mm Al, respectively. However, as observed in projection radiology with an additional filter of 4 mm Al [42] , image contrast is not considerably impaired. With increasing tube potential, quantum noise limiting low-contrast detectability decreases, thereby as demonstrated in Table 5 the degree to which the contrast is compromised is reduced. Generally, the variance of the estimated attenuation in a volume element is proportional to the reciprocal of the number of photons detected passing through that volume [43] . According to Fig. 7 , the noise is more pronounced for high-density samples, which should be ascribed to their higher electron density accounting for more X-ray attenuation within the samples. However, according to the results in Table 5 , the image contrast of these high-density samples is less degraded by noise compared to low-density samples. The resolution measure given by the 50% MTF value presented in Table 6 indicates that pre-filtering degrades image resolution because it gives rise to increased image noise dominated by quantum mottle overlaying the image information. The results show that a 0.48 mm Cu filter shifts the 50% MTF value by approximately 0.77 lp/cm compared to when the filter is not used. This indicates that one can face a good trade-off between image quality and patient dose with this filter thickness. By increasing tube potential, the 50% MTF values denote improvement in image resolution due to decreasing quantum mottle with the increased number of X-rays brought about by tube potential ( Table 6 ). The CTDI W measurements showed that a Cu filter of approximately 0.5 mm thickness accounts for 50% reduction in radiation absorbed dose while such a filter reduces the image contrast of the cylindrical phantom by about 4% (Table 5 ) averaged over tube potentials of 120 and 140 kVp. It is worth noting that in the presence of bow-tie filters, the additional flat filters particularly affect the dose in the central portions of the CTDI phantom (CTDI C ) because as mentioned above, the bow-tie filters preferentially reduce the dose toward the peripheral portions, thereby making the beams harder and more penetrating in the edges of the beams. The FOM results shown in Fig. 10 indicate that an additional filter of 0.5 mm Cu should be optimum at high kVp CT acquisitions in the LightSpeed VCT scanner, while consistent with the results of Sculz and Judy [27] , an aluminium filter of more than 4 mm thickness would be an optimal filter thickness. The absorption of lowenergy X-rays and resulting reduction of absorbed dose by the added filters account for the initial rapid increase of the FOM which demonstrates patient dose reduction without significant loss in image quality. The results show that the recommended additional filtrations should be prudent and advantageous, because higher thicknesses might greatly reduce the number of photons available for the purpose of imaging and therefore have implications in tube loading due to increasing exposure conditions. At the end, it is worth to highlight the limitations accepted and assumptions made in this study. Although, the phantom or patient size and the bow-tie filter shape adapted influence on patient dose and image quality [44] , we conducted the dose measurements using a standard CTDI head phantom. However, this might be viewed as a limitation in the filter optimization task. Furthermore, as the radiation beam widths in multi-slice scanners are fairly wide, the broad scatter tails of the single slice profile may not sufficiently collected with a 100 mm long ion chamber scanner [45] . Therefore, the CTDI measurements might have been underestimated. Finally, instead of a wide range of kilovoltage peaks, we considered high kVp CT acquisitions and just focused on filter optimizations. Pre-filtering using additional flat filters has been established as one of the fundamental methods in beam hardening correction and patient dose reduction. The propagation of polychromatic X-ray beams and beam hardening effects have been appropriately addressed by the recently proposed statistical image reconstruction algorithms that far surpass their conventional filtered backprojection counterpart [46, 47] . Furthermore, the introduction of new CT technologies such as fast kVp switching have allowed dual-energy CT imaging to be reintroduced in this context. However, additional beam hardening filters remain an integral part of the procedures aiming at providing high quality diagnostic images with minimum patient dose. 
